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HIGHLIGHTS
Nanodiamond thin film was
fabricated as interfacial protection
for Li metal anode
A unique double-layer
nanodiamond design was
proposed to ensure uniform ion
flux
The nanodiamond thin film
possess >200 GPa modulus for
dendrite suppression
Significantly improved battery
performance was realized in half
and Li-S full cells

The stability of the Li-electrolyte interface is critical to the practical applications of
Li metal anodes. Correspondingly, we developed a high-quality nanodiamond
protection layer to reinforce the native solid-electrolyte interphase on Li metal. A
double-layer film design was proposed to enhance the defect tolerance of the
artificial interface, improving the macroscopic uniformity of the Li-ion flux; the
exceptional mechanical property of a modulus of >200 GPa can be realized, which
effectively arrested dendrite propagation, resulting in controlled Li deposition and
significantly improved cycling efficiency.
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SUMMARY

Context & Scale

Effective stabilization of lithium metal has been hindered by the exacting
requirements for the protection layer. Among all materials, the mechanical strength
and electrochemical inertness of diamond is a prime candidate for lithium stabilization. Herein, we successfully rendered this desirable material compatible as lithium
metal interface, which strictly satisfied the critical requirements. Our interface
possessed the highest modulus among all the lithium coatings (>200 GPa), which
can effectively arrest dendrite propagation. Since pinholes are the major failure
mechanisms of artificial interfaces, a novel double-layer design was proposed to
enhance the defect tolerance, enabling uniform ion flux and mechanical properties
as confirmed by both simulation and experiments. Thanks to the multifold
advantages of our interface design, high Coulombic efficiency of >99.4% was
obtained at 1 mA cm2; and more than 400 stable cycles were realized in prototypical lithium-sulfur cells with limited lithium, corresponding to an average anode
Coulombic efficiency of >99%.

The Li metal anode holds great
promise for next-generation
battery systems. However, its
practical applications are severely
hindered by the low efficiency and
potential safety hazards, largely
due to the high reactivity of
metallic Li toward liquid
electrolytes. This work
demonstrates the utilization of
nanodiamond thin film as surface
protection for metallic Li, where Li
can be electroplated solely
underneath the film and shielded
from parasitic reactions with
electrolyte. The nanodiamond
thin film possesses not only
excellent electrochemical stability
but also extremely high modulus
for dendrite suppression.
Importantly, since pinholes in the
surface protection layer
undermine the uniformity of ion
flux, a unique double-layer
structure was proposed to
enhance the defect tolerance of
the design, where defects in one
layer can be screened by the other
intact layer. The nanodiamond
interface enables efficient cycling
of Li metal anode, paving the way
for viable Li metal batteries in the
future.

INTRODUCTION
The development of high-energy rechargeable lithium (Li) batteries is having
significant impact on many technologies. Major improvements in the energy density,
charging rate, durability, and cost of these batteries will accelerate the increasing
adoption of electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids and be important for stationary
energy storage applications as well.1–4
When a battery operates, ions and electrons are transported over multiple interfaces, such as the solid-solid interfaces within electrodes,5 and the electrode-electrolyte interfaces.6,7 These interfaces evolve over time and use so that their quality
and stability profoundly dictate the battery performance.8
The stability of the interface between Li metal and the electrolyte is particularly
critical for the safe and efficient operation of batteries with Li metal anodes, which
have the highest theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh g1) and lowest potential
(3.040 V versus standard hydrogen electrodes).9,10 Specifically, owing to its high
reactivity, virtually any available electrolyte can be reduced spontaneously on Li surface to form a layer of solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI). However, this passivating
SEI layer is generally too fragile to withstand the significant mechanical deformation
of the electrode during cycling, leading to the formation of cracks. The cracks
expose fresh Li underneath and locally enhance the Li-ion flux, which often results
in dendritic Li deposition that could trigger internal short circuit and compromise
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battery safety. Moreover, the repeated breakdown and repair of SEI brings about
continuous loss of both Li and electrolyte, giving rise to low coulombic efficiency
(CE) and rapid capacity decay.11–14
Interfacial engineering is among the essential means to answer the formidable challenges of Li metal anodes caused by their unstable SEI. This approach relies on the
introduction of an artificial scaffold on the current collector to reinforce the spontaneously formed SEI layer, and ideally the two can move together during battery
cycling without fracturing and side reactions.15,16 To fulfill the goal, exacting requirements are imposed for the interfacial layer design: (1) it needs to be absolutely stable
against Li, which precludes most of the polymeric and inorganic coatings explored
so far as the ideal candidates17–19; (2) a high elastic modulus and compact structure
are especially desirable, because the mechanical strength of the Li interface can play
a key role in retarding dendrite propagation20–22; (3) a certain degree of flexibility is
required to accommodate the volume change of the electrode during cycling; (4) it
enables homogeneous Li-ion flux without local hot spots; (5) the interfacial layer
needs to be designed with low electrical conductivity and weak binding to the substrate such that Li deposition can solely take place underneath the film. Despite the
past progress,14–17,23–25 a stable enough interfacial layer that can simultaneously
meet all the above requirements is yet to be developed.
Herein, we present an ultrastrong interface for Li metal that is rationally designed to
strictly satisfy all the above-mentioned requirements. The interfacial layer was constructed with high-quality nanodiamonds, a material well known for its highest bulk
modulus, chemical inertness, and electrically insulating nature, all of which are ideal
for Li metal protection.26 The nanodiamond interface was synthesized by microwave-plasma chemical vapor deposition (MPCVD), a technique that has been shown
to be low cost for coating purposes.27 Detailed considerations are put into material
fabrication to render diamond compatible as an interfacial layer: by subtly choosing
the correct substrate together with graphene oxide (GO) as a release layer, a polycrystalline nanodiamond thin film with long-range homogeneity but only weak adhesion to the substrate can be obtained for Li deposition to occur underneath. Notably,
an extremely high modulus of over 200 GPa was obtained via a nano-indentation test
on our nanodiamond interfacial layer, which has the highest value of the real measurements reported so far among the artificial coatings for Li metal.18,28–30 Thanks
to its exceptional mechanical strength, the nanodiamond interface led to a dense
Li deposition morphology with effective dendrite suppression. The poor Li wetting
on nanodiamond further makes it energetically unfavorable for dendrite penetration. Moreover, the film is thin enough to possess sufficient flexibility to accommodate the volume change of Li during cycling, which is usually difficult to realize simultaneously in materials with high strength. It is worthwhile noting that, to enable
uniform Li-ion flux, a unique double-layer film design was proposed for the first
time to circumvent the adverse effect of local defects, which was often the failure
mechanism of the single-layer Li metal interfaces developed previously.31–33
The multifold advantages of the interfacial layer give unprecedented cycling efficiency. With a polymeric coating on top of the nanodiamond to impart additional
flexibility, the average CE over 10 cycles can be as high as 99.4% at a current density
of 1 mA cm2 and an areal capacity of 2 mAh cm2, and the performance can be well
sustained during prolonged cycling. Prototypical Li-sulfur (S) cells were also constructed to examine the effectiveness of the interface in a real working environment.
With 250% excess Li, more than 400 stable cycles can be obtained at a current density of 1.25 mA cm2, corresponding to an average Li anode CE of above 99%. The
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Figure 1. Fabrication and Design Rationales of the Nanodiamond Interface
(A) Colloidal diamond seed was spray coated onto Cu substrate pretreated with a GO release layer. The specific selection of Cu as the substrate and GO
as the release layer results in low-defect-density nanodiamond film with weak adhesion to the substrate.
(B) Single-layer nanodiamond film (SND) was grown via MPCVD. However, it is difficult to eliminate mechanical damage to the film during CVD, battery
assembly, or cycling. The defects could locally concentrate Li-ion flux yet are weak points mechanically, making them vulnerable toward Li dendrites.
(C) To enhance the defect tolerance of the nanodiamond interface, SND was protected by a thin layer of poly(ethylene oxide), followed by the same
seeding process described in (A). The poly(ethylene oxide) coating protected the first nanodiamond layer from damage during the second seeding and
MPCVD process. It also functioned as a sacrificial layer, which was melted and etched away by plasma during MPCVD to create a tiny gap between the
two nanodiamond layers. This ensured that the top nanodiamond layer can grow without merging with the bottom one, and therefore, can shield the
defects at the bottom effectively. PEO, poly(ethylene oxide).
(D) Subsequently, another MPCVD was carried out to afford a double-layer nanodiamond (DND) film. In the DND design, defects in one layer will be
shielded by the intact nanodiamond film of the other layer, greatly promoting the uniformity of Li-ion flux and the mechanical homogeneity of the
nanodiamond interface.

employment of an ultrastrong nanodiamond interface could open new opportunities
to resolving the fundamental interface challenge of Li metal anodes. In addition, this
work also provides specific guiding rationales for material selection and nanostructural design for further battery research.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fabrication and Design Rationales of the Nanodiamond Interface
The fabrication of the nanodiamond interface via MPCVD with colloidal nanodiamond seed is summarized schematically in Figure 1. Although diamond is an attractive material choice for Li metal stabilization, not all forms of diamond are suitable as
an artificial interface. For instance, diamond particles have been attempted as electrolyte additives in a recent work,34 yet the failure of achieving physical integrity of
diamonds on a large scale and the high graphite content prevented the full utilization of the distinct advantages of diamond as a stable Li protection layer for dendrite
suppression and cycling efficiency enhancement.
The prerequisite to employ ultrastrong nanodiamond as the interfacial layer is to
ensure a weak binding of the film to the substrate. This requirement is not met by
diamond grown on commonly used substrates such as silicon, molybdenum, silicon
carbide, and silicon nitride. Without weak adhesion, we observed dendritic Li formation directly on the top surface of the nanodiamond film, defeating the purpose of
interfacial engineering (Figure S1). We solved the issue here by introducing copper
(Cu) as the diamond growth substrate. Unlike commonly used materials for diamond
growth, Cu neither forms carbide nor dissolves carbon during the chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process, and it results in relatively weak diamond-substrate binding (Figure S2).35 The drawback of nanodiamond deposition on Cu is that there is a
large mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients between Cu and diamond. CVD
deposition of diamond occurs at elevated temperature, and, as the substrate cools,
the high thermal stress causes the diamond film to crack and buck.36 Moreover, the
poor affinity of Cu to carbon results in slow diamond growth, which makes pinholes
hardly avoidable (Figure S3).35
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To avoid cracks and pinholes, which are detrimental to uniform Li deposition, the Cu
substrate was pretreated with a thin layer of GO before being seeded with colloidal
diamond, which in theory has little interaction with Cu (Figure 1A).37 As a result, the
GO release layer allows Cu substrate to contract relative to the nanodiamond film
during the cooling after CVD deposition, and film cracking was greatly reduced
(Figure S3). In addition, the enhanced diamond growth kinetics on this carbon
layer further promotes the development of pinhole-free nanodiamond film across
a large area.38
The fabrication of the nanodiamond interface was perfected by improving the
seeding uniformity of the substrate with a novel layer-by-layer spray coating method
(Figure S4). Negatively charged GO was first homogeneously spray coated on Cu
substrate, followed by the deposition of a thin layer of cationic polylysine. This positively charged layer facilitates the subsequent seeding of anionic acid-terminated
colloidal diamond due to the strong electrostatic interaction, affording a dense
seed layer with no aggregations. This substrate preparation technique plays a critical
role in guaranteeing the uniformity of the nanodiamond interface.
Our final design principle is to maximize the defect tolerance of the interfacial layer.
Although a large domain size with low crack density was realized in single-layer
nanodiamond (SND) film using GO as a release layer, it is difficult to completely
avoid any mechanical damage to the film during CVD, battery assembly, or cycling
(Figure 1B). The defects are mechanically weak and could locally concentrate Li-ion
flux, making the sites vulnerable to unconstrained dendrite growth, which remains a
major failure mechanism of the artificial Li metal interfaces developed so far.31–33
The defect density is greatly decreased by growing a second nanodiamond layer on
top of the first layer according to the following method. A thin poly(ethylene oxide)
protection layer is spin coated followed by repeating the same seeding and CVD
procedure once again (Figure 1C). With a unique double-layer nanodiamond
(DND) film, the probability of overlapping defects that could allow dendrite growth
is greatly reduced since defects in one layer are effectively shielded by the other
intact layer (Figure 1D).
Characterization of the Nanodiamond Interface
Figure 2A shows the large-area scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
top surface of the DND film. Continuous nanodiamond film can be observed with
long-range homogeneity on the order of hundreds of micrometers, which is much
larger than previously reported Li metal interfaces based on two-dimensional materials (usually <10 mm).16,39 The film is composed of diamond nanocrystals sub100 nm in size and exhibits a flat and compact structure (Figure 2B). The transmission
electron microscope (TEM) image confirms the nanoporous nature of the polycrystalline nanodiamond film, which is essential for the easy transport of Li ions across
the interface (Figures 2C and S5). The photograph of DND film grown on Cu is shown
in Figure 2D, illustrating the homogeneity of the CVD nanodiamond film over a large
area with a typical sparkling glow due to light being scattered by the polycrystalline
nanodiamond. The thickness of each nanodiamond layer was measured to be
150 nm from the cross-sectional SEM image (Figure 2E), the false-colored regions
are used to delineate the two separate layers of DND film. The tiny but well-defined
gap between the two nanodiamond layers is attributed to the melting and etching of
the thin poly(ethylene oxide) protection layer by hydrogen plasma during the CVD
process (Figure S6). In support of our hypothesis that a double-layer design is defect
tolerant, the local defect region of the top (blue) nanodiamond layer was imaged at
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Figure 2. Characterizations of the Nanodiamond Interface
(A and B) Low-magnification (A) and high-magnification (B) top-view SEM images of DND.
(C) TEM image of the nanodiamond film, where clear nanoporosity can be observed from the thinner regions.
(D) Photograph of the DND film grown on Cu substrate.
(E) Cross-sectional SEM image of DND with false color, illustrating the well-defined double-layer structure.
(F) High-magnification top-view SEM image of DND with false color, demonstrating that defects in
the top nanodiamond layer (blue region) can be effectively safeguarded by the bottom
nanodiamond layer (yellow region).
(G) The Raman spectra of unseeded Cu substrate with only pretreated GO layer after CVD
(no seed), the SND film, and the DND film.

high magnification under SEM. Seen below the crevice is a continuous bottom
(yellow) nanodiamond layer (Figures 2F and S7). Such an observation strongly
supports the merit of our DND film design toward the realization of homogeneous
mechanical properties and Li-ion flux across the Li metal interface.
Raman spectroscopy was employed to assess the quality of the nanodiamond
film after CVD (Figure 2G). For unseeded Cu substrate with only pretreated GO layer
(denoted as ‘‘no seed’’), two pronounced peaks centered at 1,340 cm1 and
1,590 cm1 can be observed, corresponding to the D and G band of sp2 carbon,
respectively. The carbon signature shows that the GO release layer survives CVD.
In the case of both SND and DND layers, a characteristic Raman line diamond
peak (sp3 carbon) at 1,332 cm1 is observed in addition to the D and G bands.40
We note that the molar intensity coefficient for sp3 vibration is 50 times weaker
than sp2 features in Raman spectroscopy,41 and the sp3 peak of low-quality diamond
(diamond-like carbon) is generally obscured by the overlapping D band.42 Hence,
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the distinctive sp3 peak of our nanodiamond interface indicates that the CVD
method described here creates a good-quality diamond film (the Raman spectrum
with the sp3 peak enlarged 50 times is shown as Figure S8). The high sp3 carbon
content is crucial to ensure the mechanical, electrical, and electrochemical properties of the interface truly resemble those of diamond.
Advantageous Material Properties of the Nanodiamond Interface
A series of experiments were done to evaluate the compelling advantages of nanodiamond film as Li metal interface.
(1) As discussed above, the weak binding of the nanodiamond film to the substrate
and its nanoporous nature are conducive to the deposition of Li underneath the
protective film. The film grown on Cu with GO as the release layer can be easily
peeled off by an adhesive tape, whereas a diamond film grown on a molybdenum substrate remains attached (Figure S9). In addition, the extremely low
electrical conductivity of the material prevents the nucleation of Li directly on
top of the nanodiamond film (Figure S10). The thin film has good flexibility,
which is beneficial for accommodating the volumetric change of Li during cycling
(Figure S11). These appealing properties suggest that the native SEI can be
effectively supported and stabilized by this robust nanodiamond interface.
(2) The nanodiamond interface possesses exceptionally high mechanical
strength for dendrite suppression. In nano-indentation measurements,
the DND film showed a remarkable reduced storage modulus exceeding
200 GPa and an average hardness of over 20 GPa (Figures 3A and 3B). The
values are two orders of magnitude higher than Li metal and at least one order
of magnitude higher than previously reported interface designs.18,28–30 The
good mechanical strength of nanodiamond is attributed to the high sp3 carbon content of these films compared with the much less strong amorphous
carbon films that have a hybrid of sp2 and sp3 carbon.43
(3) The nanodiamond interface is highly stable electrochemically and, hence,
resistant to parasitic chemical reactions during cycling. The electrochemical
stability of nanodiamond was evaluated using cyclic voltammetry (CV;
Figure 3C). No cathodic decomposition current was observed, indicating
the stability of nanodiamond against Li metal.
(4) The surface properties of nanodiamonds are favorable toward uniform Li deposition. The poor wetting of nanodiamond by Li metal, as observed from the large
contact angle of molten Li on diamond surface (Figures 3D, 3E, and S12), opposes
dendrite penetration through defects by surface tension.44 In addition, the small
nanopores (1 nm) in the nanodiamond film are below the critical size of stable Li
metal dendrite, further reducing the possibility of dendrite protrusion (Figure S5).
Moreover, according to theoretical calculation, diamond surface has an
extremely small Li-ion diffusion barrier (several times lower than common
inorganic components in native SEI, such as LiF, Li2CO3, Li2O, etc.), which could
promote uniform Li-ion flux and smooth Li plating.34,45
Characterization of Li Deposition
We first studied the Li deposition morphology on Cu modified with SND. Thanks to the
ultrahigh mechanical properties of the nanodiamond interface and its low electrical
conductivity, after galvanostatic Li deposition at a current density of 0.5 mA cm2 for
2 hr in ether-based electrolyte (1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide in 1:1
weight per weight [w/w] 1,3-dioxolane/1,2-dimethoxyethane with 2 weight percent
[wt%] lithium nitrate as additive, 1,3-dioxolane [DOL]/dimethoxyethane [DME]), the
top surface of the electrode still closely resembled that of pristine nanodiamond
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Figure 3. The Advantages of Nanodiamond as Artificial Interface for Li Metal Stabilization
(A and B) Reduced storage modulus (A) and hardness (B) of DND via nano-indentation
measurements.
(C) CV scan of nanodiamond in a diamondjelectrolytejLi cell at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s1 . The
nanodiamond was grown on molybdenum substrate to avoid Cu dissolution at high voltages.
(D and E) Photographs showing the wetting of molten Li on nanodiamond film from (D) top view and
(E) side view.

without discernable Li overgrowth over a large area (1 3 1 mm2 field of view in Figure 4A). No increase in defect densities can be observed either, confirming the sufficient flexibility of the nanodiamond film in accommodating the volume change of Li
metal. When the SND was partially scratched off to reveal the Li deposit underneath,
a compact Li morphology could be clearly observed (Figure 4B). Focused ion beam
(FIB) milling (Figure S13) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) depth profiles
(Figure S14) further corroborated the protection of Li metal by SND. These observations confirmed that the nanodiamond interface can restrain the unfavorable reaction
between Li metal and the electrolyte, as well as suppressing the propagation of Li dendrites. Nevertheless, due to the existence of local defects in SND, small Li protrusions
through the cracks can still be observed occasionally (Figure 4C).
The defect tolerance of the nanodiamond interface was significantly improved with a
DND design plus a polymeric coating with a thickness of 2.5 mm (poly(vinylidene
fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene), [PVDF-HFP]) applied on top to impart additional
flexibility to the interfacial layer (Figures 4D and S15, denoted as ‘‘DND-polymer’’).
Correspondingly, even after 20 Li plating/stripping cycles at a current density
of 1 mA cm2 and a capacity of 1 mAh cm2, the surface of the DND-polymer electrode remained smooth without dendrites (Figure 4E), which stands in stark contrast
to the rough, irregular Li deposition morphology on bare Cu (Figure 4F). As can be
observed from the photograph of the electrode after cycling, the sparkling glow of
the nanodiamond film can be well preserved, indicating the robustness of the DND
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Figure 4. Li Deposition on Cu with Nanodiamond Interface
(A and B) Top-view SEM images of (A) the SND electrode after Li deposition at a current density of 0.5 mA
cm2 for 2 hr and (B) the Li deposited underneath when the nanodiamond film was scratched off.
(C) Zoomed SEM image of the SND electrode after Li deposition, where the circled region indicates
the occasional protrusion of Li due to local defects. The inset shows the schematic of the deposition
morphology at the defective region.
(D) Cross-sectional SEM image of the DND-polymer structure, where the pink region indicates the
PVDF-HFP layer, and the green and yellow regions corresponds to the top and bottom
nanodiamond layers, respectively.
(E and F) Top-view SEM images of the DND-polymer electrode (the inset shows the schematic of the
deposition morphology) (E) and the bare Cu electrode (F) after 20 Li plating and stripping cycles at
a current density of 1 mA cm 2 and a capacity of 1 mAh cm2 .
(G and H) Cross-sectional FIB-SEM images of Li deposition under DND-polymer electrode at a
current density of 1 mA cm 2 and a capacity of 1 mAh cm 2 , which revealed intact nanodiamond
interface after galvanostatic cycling with dense Li deposited underneath. (G) Low-magnification
FIB-SEM image showing the Li deposition morphology, and (H) high-magnification FIB-SEM image
showing the intact structure of the DND-polymer coating.
(I) Simulations of the steady-state Li-ion flux across SND (left) and DND (right) with the existence of
a 200-nm pinhole. The nominal current density was the same (1 mA cm 2 ) for both cases. The color
in each simulation snapshot indicates the magnitude of ion flux perpendicular to the Li metal
surface, and the streamlines show the total ion flux.

film (Figure S16). More importantly, the cross-sectional FIB-SEM images (Figures 4G
and 4H) revealed an intact, well-defined DND-polymer structure after multiple
plating/stripping cycles and a dense Li deposition morphology with a flat surface.
COMSOL simulation (Method S1 and Figure S17) further confirmed the improved ion
flux uniformity in the double-layer design (Figure 4I). The presence of a 200-nm
pinhole in SND can locally enhance the ion flux to as much as 3.5 times higher
than the nominal current density, which will result in Li deposition in a highly localized
manner, encouraging dendrite formation. However, the screening of the second diamond layer in DND realized a nearly constant ion flux at the Li metal surface regardless of the defect in the first layer (Figure S18), promoting uniform Li deposition.
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Figure 5. Electrochemical Characterizations of the Nanodiamond Interface
(A) The electrochemical impedance spectra of bare Cu, DND, and DND-polymer electrodes.
(B) The CE of different anode architectures cycled at a current density of 0.5 mA cm 2 and a capacity
of 1 mAh cm 2 .
(C) The CE of bare Cu and DND-polymer electrodes cycled at varying current densities and
capacities.
(D) Summary of the 10-cycle average CE of DND-polymer electrode measured according to the
method developed by Aurbach et al. 46
(E) Long-term cycling CE of bare Cu and DND-polymer electrodes at a current density of 1 mA cm 2
and a capacity of 2 mAh cm2 .
(F) Cycling performance of the prototypical Li-S cells at 0.5 C with 25 mm Li foil (5 mAh cm 2 ), bare
Cu with 5 mAh cm 2 electrodeposited Li, or DND-polymer with 5 mAh cm 2 electrodeposited Li as
the anode. The areal mass loading of the S cathode is 1.5 mg cm 2 . The rate is calculated based on
the theoretical capacity of S, where 0.5 C is equivalent to 1.25 mA cm 2 .

Electrochemical Performance of Li Anode Protected by Nanodiamond
Interface
The charge transfer resistances of the nanodiamond electrodes were evaluated via
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (CujelectrolytejLi configuration, Figure 5A). Compared with bare Cu electrode (39 U), the DND-modified electrode
showed comparable impedance (45 U) thanks to its nanoporous nature and the
easy transport of Li-ions across the nanodiamond surface. The additional polymeric
coating did not deteriorate the impedance either (50 U), such that Li metal can be
stabilized without compromising the kinetics of the battery.
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The CEs of various anode architectures were measured to verify our material design
rationales. For fair comparison, the same amount of electrolyte (50 mL of DOL/DME)
was employed for each cell when studying the CE. As can be observed from
Figure 5B, when cycled at a current density of 0.5 mA cm2 and a capacity
of 1 mAh cm2, the CE of bare Cu was relatively low (97.5%), which is caused by
the rough Li deposition morphology and the recurring breakdown/repair of the
fragile SEI layer. The coating of a PVDF-HFP layer on Cu (denoted as ‘‘polymer’’)
only improved the CE slightly, by 0.2%, in later cycles, which is likely due to the
trapping of the electrolyte by the polymer that reduced the parasitic reactions
with other coin cell components. However, when the Cu current collector was
modified by the SND-polymer structure, the average CE increased significantly to
98.5%, together with a much improved first-cycle CE (from 93.5% on bare Cu
to 96.1%). This supports that the nanodiamond interface can enable improved
electrochemical cycling of Li metal anode by stabilizing the SEI, promoting uniform
Li deposition, and minimizing the direct contact of Li metal with electrolyte. Notably,
with the DND-polymer design, the average Li metal cycling CE can be boosted
further to 99%, which corroborates our idea that the double-layer design is advantageous in enhancing the defect tolerance of the interface.
The CE under different current densities and areal capacities were also studied
on bare Cu and DND-polymer electrodes (Figure 5C). At low current density
(0.25 mA cm2, 0.25 mAh cm2), the average CE of the DND-polymer electrode
can be as high as 99.6%, and the values remained at least 3% higher than bare Cu
electrode under high current densities (for example, 98.2% and 94.8% for DNDpolymer and bare Cu respectively, at 3 mA cm2 and 3 mAh cm2). In addition, an
alternative method for evaluating the CE, developed by Aurbach et al.,46 was also
employed, in which a 3 mAh cm2 Li reservoir was first deposited followed by 10 cycles of Li stripping/plating (Figure S19).46 As shown in Figure 5D, the average CE
over 10 cycles for the DND-polymer electrodes can be as high as 99.4% at a current
density of 1 mA cm2 and the value was maintained at 99.2% even at an increased
current density of 2 mA cm2 (2 mAh cm2 areal capacity). The DND-polymer electrode also demonstrated impressive CE over long-term cycling (Figures 5E and S20).
At a current density of 1 mA cm2 and a high areal capacity of 2 mAh cm2, the CE of
the DND-polymer electrode remained high for at least 150 cycles, which was averaged to be 98.4% (exclusive of the first activation cycle), while the value for bare
Cu started at 97.3% and decayed rapidly within 40 cycles. The CE is among the
best reported so far in the literature (Table S1), and future improvements can be expected in conjunction with the incorporation of advanced electrolyte systems
(>99%, Figure S21)47–49 and special electrochemical cycling protocols.50
Finally, the effectiveness of the nanodiamond interface for Li metal stabilization was
examined in prototypical Li-S cells, which is a promising battery chemistry for next-generation energy storage. Notably, only a finite amount of Li reservoir was employed in
this study. Namely, 5 mAh cm2 of Li was first deposited in sacrificial cells on either
bare Cu or the DND-polymer electrode to be used as the anode (Li foil with a thickness
of 25 mm, which is equivalent to 5 mAh cm2 of capacity, was also employed for comparison). The cathode was constructed by loading Li2S8 solution on carbon nanofiber
film (1.5 mg cm2 S mass loading), and 20 mL DOL/DME electrolyte was used for all
the cells. Figure 5F shows the cycling performance of the prototype cells at a rate of
0.5 C (1.25 mA cm2). The capacity of the cell with Li deposited on bare Cu and as
the anode started to decay rapidly after only 75 cycles, and the 25 mm Li foil cell also
showed fast decay after 90 cycles. However, the DND-polymer cell demonstrated
much more stable cycling with significantly higher capacity retention for at least 400
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cycles. The fast-deteriorating electrochemical performance in cells with unprotected Li
anode is most likely due to the depletion of Li metal and electrolyte through continuous
SEI and ‘‘dead Li’’ formation during cycling, as can be inferred from the appreciable increase in cell impedance after 100 cycles (Figure S22). On the other hand, the overpotential of the DND-polymer cell remained unchanged after 100 cycles (Figure S22), confirming the effectiveness of the nanodiamond interface in preventing the irreversible
reactions between Li and the electrolyte. Furthermore, if we estimate the anode CE
as (total cycled capacity)/(5 mAh + total cycled capacity), the value could be more
than 99% for the nanodiamond-protected Li metal. This even higher Li metal cycling
CE than that in half-cells could be benefited from the dissolved lithium polysulfide in
the electrolyte, which is known to promote a more robust SEI.49 In a final word, with
the protection of the nanodiamond interface, better cathode CE was also observed
(Figure S23), further indicating the effective Li surface passivation by the interfacial layer
to mitigate the polysulfide shuttle effect in Li-S battery.
Conclusions
The stability of the Li-electrolyte interface is of paramount importance if a Li metal
anode is to be used in next-generation energy storage systems. We developed a
rationally designed nanoscale interface based on high-quality nanodiamond to reinforce the native SEI layer on Li metal. The specially engineered nanoporous diamond
thin film, with weak binding to the current collector, low electrical conductivity, and
high electrochemical stability, enabled Li deposition underneath the interface layer
to reduce the parasitic reactions between Li metal and the electrolyte. The very high
elastic modulus (>200 GPa) of the film effectively arrested dendrite propagation and
allowed dense and uniform Li deposition after prolonged cycling. Notably, a novel
double-layer film design greatly improved the tolerance to defects in the nanodiamond film. Due to the multifold advantages, the nanodiamond interface achieved
the best performance in terms of Li metal cycling CE in both half-cell and Li-S fullcell configurations. We believe that our rational design can be a viable option for
the stabilization of Li metal anodes and, at the same time, shed new light on the materials selection and structural design of artificial interfaces for Li metal anodes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Preparation of the Colloidal Diamond Seed
The nanodiamond seeding powders with a mean particle diameter of 5–10 nm were
purchased from Adámas Nanotechnologies. They were oxidized in air at 450 C for
2 hr to remove the surface graphite or amorphous carbon. The oxidized nanodiamonds were further cleaned in strong oxidative acids (H2SO4/HNO3, volume per volume [v/v] = 3:1) at 100 C for 72 hr, and simultaneously the surfaces of nanodiamonds
were functionalized with carboxyl groups. After acid treatment, the nanodiamond
powders were easy to suspended well in water (1 mg mL1) by sonication for the
seeding preparation of nanodiamond thin films.
Fabrication of the Nanodiamond Thin Film
Nanodiamond thin films were grown on either molybdenum (Alfa Aesar, 0.025 mm
thick, 99.95%) or Cu (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.25 mm thick, 99.9%) foils that were cut into
discs 1 cm in diameter. The substrates were prepared for diamond growth by the
dispersion spray coating method. Specifically, 80 mL of aqueous dispersion of GO
(Graphene Supermarket, 0.5 mg mL1), 100 mL of poly-L-lysine solution (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.1% in water), and 100 mL of aqueous dispersion of diamond seed were spray
coated successively onto the substrates using a spray gun (3M 16580 Accuspray with
1.2 mm atomizing head) at a distance of 20 cm with an air pressure of 20 pounds per
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square inch. During the spraying process, the substrates were heated to 100 C to
afford uniform deposition.
Nanodiamond thin film was grown on the prepared substrates by MPCVD (Seki
Diamond Systems SDS 5010) with two steps of diamond growth. The first step,
fast growth with high concentration of methane gas, was carried out under microwave power (1,300 W; pressure, 23 torr; H2, 300 sccm; CH4, 10 sccm; stage temperature, 540 C for 5 min). Subsequently, the methane gas concentration was reduced
to 1.5 sccm for 35 min to obtain a higher quality nanodiamond film. Most importantly, the cooling rate should be less than 4 C s1, to avoid film cracking due to
the different thermal expansion coefficients of Cu, graphene, and diamond.
To fabricate double-layer nanodiamond thin films, 25 mL of 0.5 wt% poly(ethylene
oxide) (Sigma-Aldrich, molecular weight 300,000) dissolved in acetonitrile (Fisher
Chemical) was spin coated onto the as-fabricated single-layer nanodiamond thin
films at a speed of 3,000 revolutions per minute (rpm) (Laurell, model WS-650Mz23NPP) to form a protection layer. The protected single-layer nanodiamond thin
films were then subjected to the same spray coating and CVD procedures discussed
above for the second layer growth.
Nanodiamond thin films were also grown on 2 3 2 cm2 square Cu foils for characterization purposes. The amount of solutions doubled for spray coating and spin
coating, while the other parameters were kept the same. Larger substrates usually
result in more uniform diamond film for the substrate edges tend to concentrate
plasma during the CVD process, which can result in uneven growth near the edges.
In general, the thickness of the nanodiamond layer is highly controllable by controlling the CVD growth time. Theoretically, increasing the thickness will result in higher
cell impedance. Therefore, ideally, the thickness of the nanodiamond layer should
be reduced to as thin as possible without breaking the continuity of the film. Higher
nanodiamond seeding density will result in thinner nanodiamond film when continuity can be reached.
Fabrication of the Polymeric Coating on Nanodiamond Thin Film
A polymeric layer was coated on top of the nanodiamond thin film to provide the film
with better flexibility, and this polymeric layer was obtained by spin coating a solution
of 10 wt% PVDF-HFP (Kynar Flex 2801-00) dissolved in acetone (Fisher Chemical) at a
speed of 800 rpm. The resulting electrodes were baked on an 80 C hot plate in an
argon-filled glovebox with sub-parts per million (ppm) O2 and H2O level (Vigor Tech)
for at least 2 days to remove the trace amount of water before electrochemical testing.
Characterizations
SEM images were taken with a FEI XL30 Sirion SEM. Before conducting SEM studies
of the cycled electrodes, batteries were first disassembled in an argon-filled glovebox with sub-ppm O2 and H2O level and then rinsed gently with DOL to remove residue Li salts. The samples were transferred into the SEM with minimal air exposure.
TEM images were obtained on a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 X-TWIN. Raman spectra were
measured on Horiba XploRA+ confocal Raman. FIB studies were carried out using
an FEI Strata 235DB dual-beam FIB/SEM with gallium ion source. XPS analysis was
obtained on a PHI VersaProbe 1 scanning XPS microprobe with Al (Ka) source.
The mechanical properties of the nanodiamond thin film were measured using
dynamic nano-indentation (Bruker Hysitron TI 980 TriboIndenter) with diamond
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Berkovich probe. The load sweep test involves increasing the applied quasi-static
load in an exponential fashion to approximate a constant strain rate while a
113 Hz oscillation is superimposed on the quasi-static load to obtain near-continuous data as a function of depth into the material (first segment force = 250 mN,
peak force = 10,000 mN, begin load amplitude = 50 mN).
The wetting property of the diamond surface by molten Li was studied by placing
molten Li on nanodiamond thin film or pure polycrystalline diamond (TM200
10.0 3 10.0 mm, 0.30 mm thick, Element Six, US) surface that are heated on a
250 C hot plate inside an argon-filled glovebox with sub-ppm O2 and H2O level.
Electrochemical Testing
All electrochemical testing was carried out in 2032-type coin cell configuration. For
electrochemical stability measurement, nanodiamond thin film grown on molybdenum was employed to avoid the oxidation of substrate at high voltage. Li foil (Alfa
Aesar, 750 mm)/electrolyte/nanodiamond thin film cells were assembled and the
CV was scanned first to a negative direction at a scan rate 0.1 mV s1 on a Biologic
VMP3 system. The electrolyte employed for the electrochemical stability measurement was 1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) in 1:1 ethylene carbonate/diethyl
carbonate (BASF Selectilyte LP40).
For studying the Li plating/stripping processes and the cycling CE, the electrolyte
used was 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in 1:1 w/w 1,3-dioxolane/1,2-dimethoxyethane with 2 wt% lithium nitrate as additive (DOL/DME).
Celgard 2325 (25 mm polypropylene [PP]/polyethylene [PE]/PP) was used as the
separator. Li metal was used as the counter and reference electrode and was soaked
in DOL/DME electrolyte overnight prior to cell assembly. The pre-soaking process
helped the formation of a more stable SEI on the Li metal surface and thus could
reduce the consumption of electrolyte by this counter electrode during cycling. To
standardize the testing, 50 mL of electrolyte was used in each coin cell. The batteries
were first subjected to 10 activation cycles between 0 V and 1.5 V to form a stable SEI
and eliminate side reactions before galvanostatic Li plating/stripping at different
current densities on a LAND 8-channel battery tester. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were carried out on a Biologic VMP3 system.
The CE of Li metal electrodes was also measured following the method proposed by
Aurbach et al.46 Specifically, the anode current collectors were first conditioned by
plating 3 mAh cm2 of Li at a current density of 0.5 mA cm2, followed by stripping at
the same current density to 1 V. A Li reservoir (Qreservoir) of 3 mAh cm2 was then
deposited at a current density of 0.5 mA cm2. Subsequently, nine stripping/plating
cycles were carried out at defined current density and capacity (Qcycle) before
stripping all the remaining Li (Qstrip) out at 0.5 mA cm2 to 1 V. The average CE
over 10 cycles can be calculated as (9 3 Qcycle + Qstrip)/(9 3 Qcycle + Qreservoir).
The Li-S batteries were made by first depositing 5 mAh cm2 of Li at a current density
of 1.25 mA cm2 on either bare Cu foil or Cu foil with double-layer nanodiamond film.
After deposition, the cells were dissembled in an argon-filled glovebox, rinsed gently
with DOL, and then assembled into the Li-S cells immediately. Carbon nanofiber
(Pyrograf-III) was filtrated to form a film and punched into 1 cm2 discs as the cathode
current collector (2 mg cm2), then 9.4 mL of 5 M Li2S8 catholyte was uniformly drop
casted onto the carbon nanofiber film (1.5 mg equivalent mass loading of S), and the
amount of DOL/DME electrolyte used was fixed at 20 mL. To prepare the 5 M Li2S8
catholyte, 0.56 g of S (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.115 g of Li2S (Sigma-Aldrich) were added
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sequentially into 4 mL of 1:1 v/v DOL/DME solution. No lithium nitrate was added
to the catholyte solution. The obtained suspension was stirred and heated at 80 C
overnight inside the glovebox to yield a reddish brown Li2S8 catholyte.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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